Alkanes are important building blocks of organics, polymers and biomolecules. The conditions that lead to ordering of alkanes at interfaces, and whether interfacial ordering of the molecules leads to heterogeneous crystal nucleation of alkanes or surface freezing, have not yet been elucidated. Here we use molecular simulations with the united-atom OPLS and PYS alkane models and the mW water model to determine what properties of the surface control the interfacial orientation of alkane molecules, and under which conditions interfacial ordering results in homogeneous or heterogeneous nucleation of alkane crystals, or surface freezing above the melting point. We find that liquid alkanes present a preference towards being perpendicular to the alkane-vapor interface and more parallel to the alkane-water interface. The orientational order in the liquid is short-ranged, decaying over~1 nm of the surface, and can be reversed by tuning the strength of the attractions between alkane and the molecules in the other fluid. We show that the strength of the alkane-fluid interaction also controls the mechanism of crystallization and the face of the alkane crystal exposed to the fluid: fluids that interact weakly with alkanes promote heterogeneous crystallization and result in crystals in which the alkane molecules orient perpendicular to the interface, while crystallization of alkanes in the presence of fluids, such as water, that interact more strongly with alkanes is homogeneous and results in crystals with the molecules oriented parallel to the interface. We conclude that the orientation of the alkanes at the crystal interfaces mirrors that in the liquid, albeit more pronounced and long-ranged. We show that the sign of the binding free energy of the alkane crystal to the surface, ∆G bind , determines whether the crystal nucleation is homogeneous (∆G bind ≥ 0) or heterogeneous (∆G bind < 0). Our analysis indicates that water does not promote heterogeneous crystallization of the alkanes because water stabilizes more the liquid than the crystal phase of the alkane, resulting in ∆G bind > 0. While ∆G bind < 0 suffices to produce heterogeneous nucleation, the condition for surface freezing is more stringent, ∆G bind < −2 γ xl , where γ xl is the surface tension of the liquid-crystal interface of alkanes. Surface freezing of alkanes is favored by their small value of γ xl . Our findings are of relevance to understanding surface freezing in alkanes and to develop strategies for controlling the assembly of chain-like molecules at fluid interfaces.
Introduction
Alkanes are simple organic molecules and the main building block of complex organic compounds, including surfactants, polymers and lipids. One of the unique properties of alkanes is the surface freezing effect [1] [2] [3] . Linear alkanes with 16 to 50 carbons form a crystalline monolayer with the molecules perpendicular to the alkane-vapor interface at temperatures up to three Kelvin above their bulk equilibrium melting temperatures [2] . A recent experimental and simulation study of supercooled alkane droplets demonstrates that alkanes crystallize heterogeneously at the alkane-vapor interface [4] . A monolayer of alkanes perpendicular to the interface is formed before the interior of the droplet crystallizes [4] , even for alkanes that are too short to present surface freezing.
There is no surface freezing of alkanes at the alkane-water interface [5] , although alkanes interact more strongly with water than with alkane vapor. The order of alkanes at the alkane-water interface has been studied with total internal reflection second-harmonic generation spectroscopy [6] [7] [8] .
The calculated effective second-order susceptibilities from simulations of configurations having the alkane chains parallel to the alkane-water interface result in better agreement with experimental measurements than the ones calculated from configurations with the alkane chains perpendicular to the interface [9] . That result is consistent with previous molecular simulations of alkane-water slabs that found the alkane to be more parallel at the interface than in the bulk of the liquid [10, 11] . The first goal of this study is to identify which property controls the interfacial ordering of alkanes.
A recent simulation study of the heterogeneous crystallization of alkanes by silicon-like templating model surfaces indicates that the rate of crystallization increases as the alkane-surface interaction potential becomes more attractive [12] . As vacuum, that has no attraction to alkanes, promotes the heterogeneous crystallization of alkanes, this poses the question of whether the same rule applies to crystallization of alkanes by fluid interfaces, which cannot act as a template to order the alkane crystal. To the best of our knowledge, it has not been demonstrated whether alkanes crystallize at the water interface, with which they experience dispersion interactions. Our second goal is to determine the crystallization mechanism-homogeneous or heterogeneous-of alkanes in the presence of water and other fluids.
A commonality of surface freezing and heterogeneous crystallization of alkanes is that a layer of crystalline alkane perpendicular to the interface precedes the bulk crystallization [2, 4] . The third goal of this study is to interpret the conditions that lead to homogeneous or heterogeneous nucleation of supercooled alkanes, and the existence of surface freezing above their melting point. We have recently demonstrated that the condition for heterogeneous nucleation is that the binding free energy of the crystal to the nucleating surface is negative, ∆G bind < 0, and that complete wetting of the surface by the crystal is attained when the binding free energy is not only negative but less than twice the liquid-crystal surface tension, ∆G bind < −2 γ xl [13] . Here we use the framework of ref [13] to interpret the mechanism of crystallization of alkanes at fluid interfaces, and to explain why-for a particular combination of surface and alkane-heterogeneous nucleation can occur without surface freezing but surface freezing cannot occur without heterogeneous nucleation.
Methods
Force fields. Alkanes are modeled with two different united-atom (UA) force fields: PYS [14] [15] [16] and OPLS [17, 18] . These force fields have been widely used to investigate the structure, interfacial properties and phase transitions of alkanes [4, 12, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . Water is modeled with the monatomic water model, mW [38] , which has been extensively used to study the structure, thermodynamics, interfacial properties, and phase transitions of water . All the force fields in this study are united-atom force fields and all interactions are short-ranged. We model the interaction of methyl and methylene groups with water through Lennard-Jones potentials, and assume that both alkane moieties, which we here call C, interact identically with water. The C-C and C-mW interactions are cut off at 1.2 nm with a long-range van der Waals tail correction to the energy and pressure [84] (implemented in LAMMPS [85] through the pair_modify tail command) as recommended for PYS alkanes in [22] . The strength and size of the mW water and OPLS nonane interaction were parameterized in ref [37] . The size of water-carbon interaction was taken as the average of SPC/E water-water distance [86] and OPLS methylene-methylene distance [18] , σ wc = 0.35 nm, and the strength of the water-carbon interaction, ε wc = 0.17 kcal·mol −1 , was parameterized to reproduce the experimental liquid water-liquid nonane surface tension γ lw [37] . Here we follow the same procedure to parameterize ε wc for mW water and PYS alkanes by matching the liquid-liquid surface tension γ lw of nonane-water, hexadecane-water and eicosane-water to their experimental counterparts [87, 88] , assuming that σ wc = 0.35 nm. The optimized strength of interactions between mW water and PYS alkanes ε wc are 0.22, 0.20, 0.19 kcal·mol −1 for nonane (C9), hexadecane (C16) and eicosane (C20), respectively.
Simulations settings. We perform molecular dynamic simulations using LAMMPS [85] . The equations of motions are integrated with the velocity Verlet algorithm with timestep of 5 fs. The simulation cell is periodic in the three directions. Except when otherwise is indicated, we control the temperature and pressure using the Nose-Hoover [89, 90] thermostat and barostat with time constant of 0.5 ps and 1.25 ps, respectively.
Properties. The melting temperatures of alkanes, T m , are determined through phase coexistence in the NpT ensemble, following the procedure of ref [22, 23] . The simulation cells contain 960 nonane molecules (C9), or 1024 hexadecane molecules (C16), or 1024 eicosane molecules (C20). We start with crystalline alkane structures from the Cambridge Structural Database [91] , and we equilibrate the alkane crystals at 10 K below their corresponding T m in the models for over 2 ns in the NpT ensemble. We then melt half of the simulation cell, exposing to the liquid the (100) or (001) faces of the crystals. The error bar of T m is determined as the gap between the highest temperature at which the simulation cell crystallizes and the lowest temperature at which it melts.
The enthalpy of fusion of nonane modeled with OPLS and PYS at their corresponding melting temperature T m , is calculated as the enthalpy difference between liquid and crystalline alkanes, ∆H m = H liquid − H crystal , computed from one-phase simulations of cells with 960 nonane molecules (C9), or 1024 hexadecane molecules (C16), or 1024 eicosane molecules (C20), at their corresponding T m . The entropy of fusion ∆S m at T m is calculated from the enthalpy of fusion and the melting temperature, ∆S m = ∆H m /T m . The enthalpies of vaporization, ∆H vap , at 298 K, are calculated as the enthalpy difference between gas and liquid alkanes, ∆H vap = H gas − H liquid , where the enthalpy of the gas was computed from simulation of one gas molecule in a 7 nm × 7 nm × 14 nm simulation cell in the NVT ensemble with the a Langevin thermostat [92] , with a damping constant of 1 ps.
The surface tension of the liquid alkane-vacuum interface, γ lv , and liquid alkane-liquid water, γ lw , are calculated through the mechanical route [93] , as γ = (L z /2)(<p n > − <p t >), where <p n > and <p t > are the pressure tensors normal and tangential to the interface, averaged over 50 ns of NVT simulations, and L z is the length of the simulation cell in the direction perpendicular to the interfaces. The simulation cells used for calculating γ lv contain slabs of 114 nonane molecules, or 64 hexadecane molecules, or 120 eicosane molecules. The simulation cells used for calculating γ lw contain 114 nonanes + 1024 waters, or 64 hexadecanes + 1024 waters, or 120 eicosanes + 2048 waters. The xyz dimensions of the simulation cells for the alkane/vacuum and alkane/water two-phase systems are identical: 3.5 nm × 3.5 nm × 7 nm for nonane, 6 nm × 6 nm × 6 nm for hexadecane and 4 nm × 4 nm × 8 nm for eicosane. The alkane molecules occupy about half of the cell, with the alkane-vacuum interface parallel to the xy plane. To verify that the simulation cells are sufficiently large, we also compute the surface tension of the nonane-vapor and hexadecane-vapor interfaces using 8 times larger simulation cells (with twice thicker slabs of alkane), finding identical results.
To measure the orientation of liquid alkanes at their liquid-vapor interface and liquid alkane-water interface, we run simulations in the NVT ensemble of OPLS nonane/mW water or PYS nonane/mW water with various ε wc above the melting temperature of their corresponding alkane model. The simulation cells contain 912 nonanes (all in the liquid phase) or 912 nonanes plus 4096 waters (each in its respective liquid phase). Each periodic cell has two equivalent alkane/vapor or alkane/water interfaces. We define an end-to-end (methyl-to-methyl) vector for each nonane molecule and measure the angle θ it forms with respect to the normal to the interface. The use of the end-to-end vector to characterize the orientation of nonane assumes that the chains are extended and unbent, which is the case for nonane, although it may not be the case for long alkanes. We locate the vector at the center of the chain. We divide the box along the surface normal into 0.1 nm wide bins, and average the θ in each bin over 20 ns simulations. For OPLS nonane we compute the orientation of the liquid at 310 K and for PYS nonane at 240 K, which correspond to 3 and 20 K above the corresponding melting points when exposing the (100) face of the crystal to the liquid (see Results section). We cannot run the simulation with PYS nonane closer to its melting point because the dynamics of the alkane become too slow to allow ergodic sampling of the molecular orientations in tens of nanoseconds. To assess the effect of water-alkane interaction on the interfacial ordering of alkanes, we perform two-phase simulations of water-alkane in which we tune the strength of ε wc while keeping the original water-water and alkane-alkane interactions unchanged.
Crystallization of alkanes. We run simulations of the liquid alkane-vacuum and liquid alkane-water two-phase systems under supercooled conditions in the NpT ensemble to crystallize the alkanes. Crystallization of PYS hexadecane is simulated in a slab of 1024 hexadecanes in contact with vacuum or two-phase 1024 hexadecanes/8192 waters at 240 K. Crystallization of OPLS nonane is simulated in a slab of 114 nonanes in contact with vacuum or two-phase 114 nonanes/1024 waters at 270 K. The maximum waiting time for crystallization in each simulation is 100 ns. To assess the effect of water-alkane attraction on the mechanism of crystallization of alkanes, we perform simulations of crystallization, same as described above for water-alkane but in which we tune the strength of ε wc while keeping the original water-water and alkane-alkane interactions. We apply the local bond order parameter q 6 [94] to distinguish crystalline from liquid hexadecane, following ref [21] . We select the largest crystalline cluster by applying the criteria that a molecule belongs to the crystal if q 6 > 0.3 for any six consecutive atoms in a single alkane molecule.
Results and Discussion

Thermodynamic Properties of the Models
Thermodynamics of Pure Alkanes
We first characterize the thermodynamic properties of alkanes modeled with OPLS and PYS force fields. We find that PYS reproduces the experimental melting temperature of nonane (C9), hexadecane (C16), and eicosene (C20) exposing the (100) face to the liquid (Table 1) , in agreement with refs [22, 23] . The (001) face of alkanes, which exposes the methyl ends of the molecules to the liquid, has lower surface energy than the (001) face, which exposes the side of the molecule to the liquid phase [22, 23] . In principle, the melting temperature is a bulk property independent of the crystal face exposed, however in finite size simulations T m can depend on the face exposed to the liquid [95] . PYS alkanes exposing the (001) face grow and dissolve at a slower rate than when exposing the (100) face, making it challenging to determine the melting points of PYS alkanes in cells exposing the (001) interface. We compute the melting temperatures of OPLS alkanes, which have not been previously reported, and find them to be much higher than their experimental counterparts. Moreover, the OPLS model fails to predict the rapid increase in melting temperature with chain length observed in experiments. T m of OPLS nonane is almost 90 K above the experimental value ( Table 2) . T m of OPLS hexadecane is 325 K, which is over 30 K higher than their experimental T m . Because of the high overestimation of the melting temperatures of nonane by OPLS, we did not use this force field to compute melting temperatures for longer alkanes. We find that T m computed for OPLS alkanes exposing the (001) face is at least 30 K higher than T m determined with the (100) face exposed, due to finite size effects in the simulations. Larger simulation cells would be required for an accurate determination of the melting temperatures of alkanes models. a T m determined with (100) interface; b ref [96] ; c at T = 295 K; d at T = 295 K from ref [87] ; e T = 298 K; f at T = 299 K from ref [98] ; g T = 307 K; h T = 219 K; i at T = 219.5 K from ref [99] .
Both the OPLS and PYS models underestimate the entropy of melting of the alkanes. The ability of PYS to reproduce the experimental ∆H m and ∆S m may be dependent on whether the alkane has an odd or even number of carbons, because although PYS underestimates ∆H m and ∆S m of octane by 40% [22] , we find it reproduces quite well these properties for nonane (Table 2) . OPLS overestimates ∆H m of nonane by 18%. However, due to the high melting temperature of this model it underestimates ∆S m by at least 15% compared to the experiment (Table 2 ). PYS consistently underestimates the liquid-vacuum surface tension γ lv of nonane, hexadecane, and eicosane by more than 30% (Table 2) . OPLS overestimates so much the melting temperatures, that it is not possible to measure the liquid-vacuum surface tensions of hexadecane and eicosane at the same temperatures as in the experiments without spontaneous crystallization of the alkanes. For OPLS nonane, γ lv can be measured and reproduces well the experimental value (Table 2 ). However, we note that OPLS overestimates the liquid-vacuum surface tension of ethane by 20% [100] , indicating that the agreement is not transferable along chain lengths. We conclude that the OPLS and PYS united-atom force fields either reproduce the liquid-crystal phase equilibrium or the liquid-vacuum surface properties of alkanes, but not both.
Thermodynamics of Alkane-Water Systems
The interaction between the united atom methylene and methyl groups of OPLS nonane with mW water was parameterized in [37] to reproduce the experimental surface tension of the alkane/water interface, resulting in ε wc = 0.17 kcal·mol −1 and σ wc = 0.35 nm. Here we keep σ wc and follow the same strategy to parameterize ε wc of PYS alkanes with mW water. We find that the strength of water-methylene (or water-methyl) interactions ε wc needed to reproduce the experimental alkane-water surface tension decreases slightly (within 0.03 kcal·mol −1 ) with the length of the PYS alkane chains (Table 1) . To assess the sensitivity of the liquid-alkane-water surface tension γ lw to ε wc , we apply the ε wc of nonane-water to the other alkanes, and find that γ lw deviates from the experimental values by less than 3 mJ·m −2 . We do not assess here whether ε wc is transferable over the chain length for OPLS alkanes, as we only model nonane with that force field. Use of different strength of water-methyl and water-methylene interactions may allow the use of a single set of parameters for all the PYS alkane-water interactions.
Although OPLS and PYS alkanes have different force field parameters and thermodynamic properties, in what follows we show that they display the same trends in the orientational order of alkanes and in the mechanism of crystallization in the presence of water or vacuum, indicating that the results of this study are robust and independent on the details of the force fields.
Interfacial Orientation of Liquid Alkanes is Controlled by the Strength of Attraction to the Other Phase
Before investigating the crystallization mechanisms of alkanes, we characterize the orientational ordering of liquid alkanes in contact with vacuum and water. We address the effect of alkane-water attraction ε wc on the interfacial orientation and surface tension of the latter interface. To identify the position of the interfaces, we compute the density profile of the center of mass of the alkanes for slabs of nonane in contact with vacuum or water (Figure 1a ,b) and find the Gibbs dividing surface, defined as the plane where the density reaches half the bulk value. Figure 1 shows that the density of liquid alkane peaks at about 0.5 nm from that interface. The existence of interfacial density peaks has been previously reported for other alkanes [101, 102] . The density peaks are sharper at the nonane-water interface than at the nonane-vacuum interface.
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Before investigating the crystallization mechanisms of alkanes, we characterize the orientational ordering of liquid alkanes in contact with vacuum and water. We address the effect of alkane-water attraction εwc on the interfacial orientation and surface tension of the latter interface. To identify the position of the interfaces, we compute the density profile of the center of mass of the alkanes for slabs of nonane in contact with vacuum or water (Figure 1a ,b) and find the Gibbs dividing surface, defined as the plane where the density reaches half the bulk value. Figure 1 shows that the density of liquid alkane peaks at about 0.5 nm from that interface. The existence of interfacial density peaks has been previously reported for other alkanes [101, 102] . The density peaks are sharper at the nonane-water interface than at the nonane-vacuum interface. To characterize the orientation of the molecules, we measure the angle θ between the methyl-to-methyl vector that each molecule forms with the normal to the interface (Figure 2 ): θ = 90 • means that the molecule is parallel to the interface and θ = 0 • that it is perpendicular to the interface. The orientational order of nonane at the interface is short ranged (Figure 1c,d) , decaying to the bulk value at distances beyond 1.0 nm (the length of a nonane molecule) from the Gibbs dividing surface. Liquid nonane has a preference towards being perpendicular to the alkane-vacuum interface, irrespective of the force field and in agreement with what was previously reported for the orientation of a slab of OPLS decane in contact with vacuum [103, 104] . At the water interface, the alkanes are more parallel compared to their average orientation in the bulk. We find that the extent of orientational order is slightly more pronounced at the vacuum than the water interface. Our results are consistent with previous simulations of GROMOS decane in contact with SPC or SPC/E water [10] and a recent interpretation of sum frequency scattering experiments of the decane-water interface [9] . We conclude that, irrespective of the force fields used for the calculations, liquid alkanes have opposite orientational preferences at the alkane-water and the alkane-vacuum interface. To characterize the orientation of the molecules, we measure the angle θ between the methyl-to-methyl vector that each molecule forms with the normal to the interface (Figure 2 ): θ = 90° means that the molecule is parallel to the interface and θ = 0° that it is perpendicular to the interface. The orientational order of nonane at the interface is short ranged (Figure 1c,d) , decaying to the bulk value at distances beyond 1.0 nm (the length of a nonane molecule) from the Gibbs dividing surface. Liquid nonane has a preference towards being perpendicular to the alkane-vacuum interface, irrespective of the force field and in agreement with what was previously reported for the orientation of a slab of OPLS decane in contact with vacuum [103, 104] . At the water interface, the alkanes are more parallel compared to their average orientation in the bulk. We find that the extent of orientational order is slightly more pronounced at the vacuum than the water interface. Our results are consistent with previous simulations of GROMOS decane in contact with SPC or SPC/E water [10] and a recent interpretation of sum frequency scattering experiments of the decane-water interface [9] . We conclude that, irrespective of the force fields used for the calculations, liquid alkanes have opposite orientational preferences at the alkane-water and the alkane-vacuum interface. To understand how the strength of attraction between alkane and the other phase (which we below call solvent) impacts the interfacial orientation of liquid alkanes, we perform simulations of alkane in contact with water varying the strength of the water-carbon attraction, εwc, to span the range of the interactions from water to vacuum (Figure 1c,d) . We find that the orientational preference of the alkanes at the interface evolves from parallel to perpendicular with decreasing strength of water-carbon coupling εwc. Decreasing εwc also results in a linear increase in the liquid alkane-water surface tension γlw (Figure 3 ). We note that in the limit of null interaction between water and the alkane, the interfacial tension of the water-alkane interface should be the sum of the water-vacuum and alkane-vacuum interfaces. In next section, we investigate whether the tuning of the interfacial ordering of the alkanes results in a change in mechanism from heterogeneous to homogeneous nucleation and distinct preference of interfacial orientation of alkanes in the crystal phase. To understand how the strength of attraction between alkane and the other phase (which we below call solvent) impacts the interfacial orientation of liquid alkanes, we perform simulations of alkane in contact with water varying the strength of the water-carbon attraction, ε wc , to span the range of the interactions from water to vacuum (Figure 1c,d) . We find that the orientational preference of the alkanes at the interface evolves from parallel to perpendicular with decreasing strength of water-carbon coupling ε wc . Decreasing ε wc also results in a linear increase in the liquid alkane-water surface tension γ lw (Figure 3) . We note that in the limit of null interaction between water and the alkane, the interfacial tension of the water-alkane interface should be the sum of the water-vacuum and alkane-vacuum interfaces. In next section, we investigate whether the tuning of the interfacial ordering of the alkanes results in a change in mechanism from heterogeneous to homogeneous nucleation and distinct preference of interfacial orientation of alkanes in the crystal phase. Figure 3 . Surface tension of liquid alkane-water interface, γlw, as a function of the coupling between water and alkanes, εwc. Green, red, blue curves correspond to surface tensions of OPLS nonane (C9), PYS nonane (C9) and PYS hexadecane (C16), respectively. The surface tensions are computed at the same temperatures as in the experimental references: 295 K for nonane [87] and 313.15 K for hexadecane 97 . Solid squares represent the εwc at which experimental surface tension are reproduced. Note that in the limit where the water-alkane interactions become purely repulsive, the surface tension of the water-alkane interface can be larger than the sum of the surface tensions of non-interacting water-vacuum and alkane-vacuum interfaces. The latter is given by the sum of the surface tension of the water-vacuum interface (66 mJ·m −2 at 295 K [105] ) and the liquid alkane-vacuum interfaces (Tables 1 and 2) , γwv + γlv, and are shown with dashed lines.
Strength of the Alkane-Solvent Attraction Determines Whether Alkanes Crystallize through Heterogeneous or Homogeneous Nucleation
We study the crystallization mechanisms of nonane and hexadecane at the alkane-water and alkane-vacuum interfaces under highly supercooled conditions, at least 45 K below the corresponding Tm. Alkanes crystallize heterogeneously at the alkane-vacuum interface (Figure 4a) , irrespective of the force field and in agreement with previous studies using the PYS model [4] . In the presence of water, the alkanes crystallize homogeneously, forming the critical crystal nucleus in the interior of the liquid phase (Figure 4b The nucleus of the alkane crystal has the same shape for heterogeneous and homogeneous nucleation: a cylindrical one-molecule thick bundle of partially aligned alkane chains [21, 23] (Figure  4 ). In the presence of a vacuum interface, the crystal nucleus forms at the surface, with the molecules Figure 3 . Surface tension of liquid alkane-water interface, γ lw , as a function of the coupling between water and alkanes, ε wc . Green, red, blue curves correspond to surface tensions of OPLS nonane (C9), PYS nonane (C9) and PYS hexadecane (C16), respectively. The surface tensions are computed at the same temperatures as in the experimental references: 295 K for nonane [87] and 313.15 K for hexadecane [97] . Solid squares represent the ε wc at which experimental surface tension are reproduced. Note that in the limit where the water-alkane interactions become purely repulsive, the surface tension of the water-alkane interface can be larger than the sum of the surface tensions of non-interacting water-vacuum and alkane-vacuum interfaces. The latter is given by the sum of the surface tension of the water-vacuum interface (66 mJ·m −2 at 295 K [105] ) and the liquid alkane-vacuum interfaces (Tables 1 and 2) , γ wv + γ lv , and are shown with dashed lines.
We study the crystallization mechanisms of nonane and hexadecane at the alkane-water and alkane-vacuum interfaces under highly supercooled conditions, at least 45 K below the corresponding T m . Alkanes crystallize heterogeneously at the alkane-vacuum interface (Figure 4a) , irrespective of the force field and in agreement with previous studies using the PYS model [4] . In the presence of water, the alkanes crystallize homogeneously, forming the critical crystal nucleus in the interior of the liquid phase (Figure 4b ). Figure 3. Surface tension of liquid alkane-water interface, γlw, as a function of the coupling between water and alkanes, εwc. Green, red, blue curves correspond to surface tensions of OPLS nonane (C9), PYS nonane (C9) and PYS hexadecane (C16), respectively. The surface tensions are computed at the same temperatures as in the experimental references: 295 K for nonane [87] and 313.15 K for hexadecane 97 . Solid squares represent the εwc at which experimental surface tension are reproduced. Note that in the limit where the water-alkane interactions become purely repulsive, the surface tension of the water-alkane interface can be larger than the sum of the surface tensions of non-interacting water-vacuum and alkane-vacuum interfaces. The latter is given by the sum of the surface tension of the water-vacuum interface (66 mJ·m −2 at 295 K [105] ) and the liquid alkane-vacuum interfaces (Tables 1 and 2) , γwv + γlv, and are shown with dashed lines.
We study the crystallization mechanisms of nonane and hexadecane at the alkane-water and alkane-vacuum interfaces under highly supercooled conditions, at least 45 K below the corresponding Tm. Alkanes crystallize heterogeneously at the alkane-vacuum interface (Figure 4a) , irrespective of the force field and in agreement with previous studies using the PYS model [4] . In the presence of water, the alkanes crystallize homogeneously, forming the critical crystal nucleus in the interior of the liquid phase (Figure 4b The nucleus of the alkane crystal has the same shape for heterogeneous and homogeneous nucleation: a cylindrical one-molecule thick bundle of partially aligned alkane chains [21, 23] (Figure  4 ). In the presence of a vacuum interface, the crystal nucleus forms at the surface, with the molecules The nucleus of the alkane crystal has the same shape for heterogeneous and homogeneous nucleation: a cylindrical one-molecule thick bundle of partially aligned alkane chains [21, 23] (Figure 4 ). In the presence of a vacuum interface, the crystal nucleus forms at the surface, with the molecules aligned perpendicular to the vacuum interface (Figure 4a ). The crystal grows first in the direction parallel to the interface, before it nucleates and grows subsequent layers. The same mechanism has been reported for the crystallization of large PYS nonane droplets [4] . The simulations suggest that the alkane-vacuum interface stabilizes the chain-end rather than the side of the alkane molecules. The perpendicular orientation of the alkanes at the crystal-vacuum interface is consistent with the orientation in the liquid and in the one-layer-thick surface freezing in medium length alkanes.
The one-molecule thick bundle-like nucleus for the homogeneous crystallization in the presence of water grows by first adding alkanes on the side of the nucleus-which results in a one-molecule thick crystal layer-and only then growing a second crystal layer (Figure 4b ). Same as in the growth in the presence of vapor, there is a separation of time scales for growth of the one-molecule thick crystal layer and the secondary nucleation and growth of subsequent layers. Irrespective of the initial orientation of the crystal nucleus, when the alkane crystal reaches the water interface, it reorients to expose the long side of the alkane molecules to water. We equilibrate this crystalline structure at the melting temperature, and find that alkanes align to maximize the hexadecane-water interface, producing a 'seesaw' shaped interface that exposes the (100) surface of the crystal to liquid water. We conclude that, same as for the vacuum interface, the orientational order of the molecules at the crystal-water interface mirrors the one in the liquid, albeit very pronounced and long ranged.
The orientations of crystalline alkanes at the alkane-water interface can be rationalized as follows. The strength of the interaction between water and CH 3 or CH 2 are the same, but the atom density on the side of the crystallized alkanes (i.e., the (100) surface) is higher than that on the end of the crystallized molecules (i.e., the (001) surface), which makes water stabilize the (denser) side face of crystalline alkanes more than their (less dense) CH 3 end. The 'seesaw' shape of the (100) interface occurs because the hexadecane molecules in the crystal are not parallel to the interface between alkane layers, which we confirm in the simulations of growth of PYS hexadecane. We note that PYS overestimates the tilt of octane in the crystal with respect to the experimental value, 120.0 • in the model vs. 105.8 • in the experimental crystal structure [22] , and it may overestimate the tilt also for hexadecane.
An earlier simulation study of ultrathin films with less than three layers of alkanes on solid substrates showed that very attractive surfaces orient the first layer of alkanes parallel to the surface while weakly attractive surfaces orient them perpendicular [106] . We find the same trend for the surface orientation of bulk alkanes at fluid interfaces as we tune the strength of the solvent-alkane attraction ε wc (Figure 3) between PYS hexadecane or OPLS nonane and water. Figure 5 shows representative snapshots of the simulation trajectories displaying crystalline alkanes for each ε wc in the alkane/water systems. At low ε wc the alkane molecules orient mostly perpendicular to the surface (Figure 1 ) and the crystallization is heterogeneous at the interface. We define as the 'neutral' ε wc the one for which θ measured half a molecule length (0.5 nm) from the Gibbs dividing surface (solid circles in Figure 1c,d) is the same as in bulk. The neutral ε wc depends on the force field and the length of the chain: 0.14 kcal·mol −1 for OPLS nonane, 0.05 kcal·mol −1 for PYS nonane and 0.15 kcal·mol −1 for PYS hexadecane. We find a transition from heterogeneous to homogeneous nucleation as ε wc increases above the neutral orientation value. At the neutral ε wc alkanes can either nucleate homogeneously or heterogeneously, suggesting that the crystalline nuclei have similar stabilities in the bulk and at the interface. We conclude that the attraction between alkanes and the fluid phase reverses the orientation of the crystalline alkanes with respect to the surface and controls the mechanism of crystallization.
A recent simulation study of crystallization of pentacontane (C50) finds that it crystallizes heterogeneously at solid silicon-like templating surfaces, resulting in crystals with the chains oriented parallel to the interface, and that the nucleation is faster for more strongly interacting surfaces [12, 19, 20] . Based on these results, it may be expected that increasing ε wc between alkane and the water fluid may increase the ordering of the molecules parallel to the interface, and could result in a new region of heterogeneous nucleation at high ε wc . However, we find that increasing ε wc between PYS hexadecane and water to 0.22 kcal·mol −1 (10% over the value for mW water-PYS C16) does not result in heterogeneous nucleation but in mixing of the two components. This suggests that different from solid crystal-templating surfaces, liquids that interact with alkanes more strongly than water would rather dissolve the alkanes than result in heterogeneous crystallization. 
The Sign and Magnitude of the Binding Free Energy of the Alkane Crystal to the Surface Determine Whether the Crystal Nucleation is Homogeneous, Heterogeneous, or There Is Surface Freezing
In what follows we use classical nucleation theory [107] (CNT) to identify the conditions that lead to homogeneous crystal nucleation, heterogeneous crystal nucleation, and surface freezing above the equilibrium melting point. We then use that framework to rationalize why alkane crystals nucleate heterogeneously in contact with vacuum or weakly interacting fluids and homogeneously with more strongly interacting liquids, such as water.
The rate of crystal nucleation in CNT is J = A exp(-ΔG * /kBT), in which the prefactor A depends mostly on the diffusion coefficient of the molecules in the liquid, ΔG * is the free energy barrier of nucleation, kB is the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature. The heterogeneous nucleation barrier in CNT is given by ΔG * het = N * Δμ + Axl * γxl+ Axs * Δγ, where N * is the number of molecules in the critical nucleus, Δμ is the difference in chemical potential between liquid and crystal, and Axl * and Axs * are the areas of the liquid-crystal and surface-crystal interfaces of the critical nucleus, γxl is the surface tension of the liquid-crystal interface, and Δγ = γxs − γls is the difference between the surface tension of the crystal-surface and liquid-surface interfaces. The geometry of the nucleus is determined by Young's equation, γxl cosα + Δγ = 0, where α is the contact angle of crystal nucleus on the surface [108] . Heterogeneous nucleation can only be induced when cosα > −1, which implies that the binding free energy of the crystal nucleus to the surface is negative, ΔGbind = γxs − (γls + γxl) < 0 ( Figure 6 ) [13] . Surface freezing can be considered a case of complete wetting of the surface by the crystal, which requires that ΔGbind < −2 γxl (Figure 6 ) if the line tension of the crystal-liquid-surface Figure 5 . Interfacial orientation of (a) PYS hexadecane or (b) OPLS nonane crystallized in the presence of solvent (water or vacuum) is reversed from parallel to perpendicular by decreasing the strength of water-carbon interaction ε wc . The trend does not depend on the alkane length or force field. Snapshots shown correspond to the end of the alkane crystallization in the presence of solvent with coupling ε wc indicated. We highlight with blue labels the cells corresponding to the alkane/water parameters that reproduce the experimental surface tension and the alkane/vacuum systems. The change in interfacial orientation from parallel to perpendicular in the crystal coincides with the change from homogeneous to heterogeneous nucleation, and occurs for the neutral ε wc , for which the orientation of the alkanes at the surface of the liquid is the same as in the bulk.
The rate of crystal nucleation in CNT is J = A exp(−∆G * /k B T), in which the prefactor A depends mostly on the diffusion coefficient of the molecules in the liquid, ∆G * is the free energy barrier of nucleation, k B is the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature. The heterogeneous nucleation barrier in CNT is given by ∆G * het = N * ∆µ + A xl * γ xl + A xs * ∆γ, where N * is the number of molecules in the critical nucleus, ∆µ is the difference in chemical potential between liquid and crystal, and A xl * and A xs * are the areas of the liquid-crystal and surface-crystal interfaces of the critical nucleus, γ xl is the surface tension of the liquid-crystal interface, and ∆γ = γ xs − γ ls is the difference between the surface tension of the crystal-surface and liquid-surface interfaces. The geometry of the nucleus is determined by Young's equation, γ xl cosα + ∆γ = 0, where α is the contact angle of crystal nucleus on the surface [108] . Heterogeneous nucleation can only be induced when cosα > −1, which implies that the binding free energy of the crystal nucleus to the surface is negative, ∆G bind = γ xs − (γ ls + γ xl ) < 0 ( Figure 6 ) [13] . Surface freezing can be considered a case of complete wetting of the surface by the crystal, which requires that ∆G bind < −2 γ xl ( Figure 6 ) if the line tension of the crystal-liquid-surface interface is neglected [13, 109] . Heterogeneous nucleation at a surface can occur without surface freezing when −2 γ xl < ∆G bind < 0. If surface freezing occurs, then the bulk crystal will nucleate heterogeneously from the frozen interface at T m .
Crystals 2017, 7, 86 11 of 18 interface is neglected [13, 109] . Heterogeneous nucleation at a surface can occur without surface freezing when −2 γxl < ΔGbind < 0. If surface freezing occurs, then the bulk crystal will nucleate heterogeneously from the frozen interface at Tm. Figure 6 . Sketch of the relation between the bulk freezing temperature Tf of the alkane crystal (black line) and the binding free energy ΔGbind of the crystalline alkane to the nucleating surface. The curve corresponds to a constant nucleation rate, which determines the homogeneous nucleation temperature Thom [13] . The sign and magnitude of ΔGbind determines whether the surface can induce heterogeneous nucleation or promote surface freezing. If ΔGbind > 0, the crystal nucleates homogeneously at Thom. For surfaces that produce 0 > ΔGbind > −2 γxl, the nucleation of the alkane crystal is heterogeneous but there is no surface freezing above the equilibrium melting temperature Tm. If ΔGbind < −2 γxl, the surface induces surface freezing of the alkane above Tm, and the crystal nucleates heterogeneously from the frozen surface just below Tm.
Heterogeneous crystallization of the alkanes at the vapor interface implies that the crystallite is more stable at the vapor interface than in the bulk of the liquid. This happens when ΔGbind = γxv − (γlv + γxl) < 0, where γlv, γxv, and γxl are the are the surface tension of liquid-vapor, crystal-vapor and liquid-crystal interfaces for the alkanes. The liquid-crystal surface tension γxl of alkanes is in the order of a few mJ·m −2 in experiments and simulations [22, 23] . The γlv of alkanes are 20 to 30 mJ·m −2 , as reported in Tables 1 and 2 . The surface energy between crystal alkanes and vapor γxv has not been, to our knowledge, experimentally determined. γxv has been recently computed for PYS octane (C8) and Trappe nonadecane (C19) at their corresponding melting temperatures [30] , and found to be ~40% lower for the longer alkane, 35 and 24 mJ·m −2 [30] . We note that for heterogeneous crystallization to occur at the vapor interface, the condition ΔGbind < 0 has to be satisfied at the non-equilibrium crystallization temperature, although it may not be satisfied at the melting point.
Surface freezing of alkanes at the vapor interface requires ΔGbind = γxv − (γlv + γxl) < −2 γxl [13, 110, 111] , a requirement stronger than for hetergeneous nucleation. Since the surface tension of liquid-crystalline alkane γxl is small, a few mJ·m −2 [22, 23] , there is a narrow range of ΔGbind for which heterogeneous crystallization of alkanes at the vapor interface occurs without surface freezing. C8 satisfy this condition, and does not present surface freezing although it heterogeneously crystallizes at the vacuum interface [30] . C16 to C50 display surface freezing [1] [2] [3] . Our analysis indicates that the small free energy cost of the liquid-crystal interface γxl in alkanes is key for the realization of surface freezing at surfaces as different as vacuum [1] [2] [3] and SiO2 [112, 113] .
For the crystallization of the alkanes at the water interface, the binding free energy is ΔGbind = Figure 6 . Sketch of the relation between the bulk freezing temperature T f of the alkane crystal (black line) and the binding free energy ∆G bind of the crystalline alkane to the nucleating surface. The curve corresponds to a constant nucleation rate, which determines the homogeneous nucleation temperature T hom [13] . The sign and magnitude of ∆G bind determines whether the surface can induce heterogeneous nucleation or promote surface freezing. If ∆G bind > 0, the crystal nucleates homogeneously at T hom . For surfaces that produce 0 > ∆G bind > −2 γ xl , the nucleation of the alkane crystal is heterogeneous but there is no surface freezing above the equilibrium melting temperature T m . If ∆G bind < −2 γ xl , the surface induces surface freezing of the alkane above T m , and the crystal nucleates heterogeneously from the frozen surface just below T m .
Heterogeneous crystallization of the alkanes at the vapor interface implies that the crystallite is more stable at the vapor interface than in the bulk of the liquid. This happens when ∆G bind = γ xv − (γ lv + γ xl ) < 0, where γ lv , γ xv , and γ xl are the are the surface tension of liquid-vapor, crystal-vapor and liquid-crystal interfaces for the alkanes. The liquid-crystal surface tension γ xl of alkanes is in the order of a few mJ·m −2 in experiments and simulations [22, 23] . The γ lv of alkanes are 20 to 30 mJ·m −2 , as reported in Tables 1 and 2 . The surface energy between crystal alkanes and vapor γ xv has not been, to our knowledge, experimentally determined. γ xv has been recently computed for PYS octane (C8) and Trappe nonadecane (C19) at their corresponding melting temperatures [30] , and found to be~40% lower for the longer alkane, 35 and 24 mJ·m −2 [30] . We note that for heterogeneous crystallization to occur at the vapor interface, the condition ∆G bind < 0 has to be satisfied at the non-equilibrium crystallization temperature, although it may not be satisfied at the melting point.
Surface freezing of alkanes at the vapor interface requires ∆G bind = γ xv − (γ lv + γ xl ) < −2 γ xl [13, 110, 111] , a requirement stronger than for hetergeneous nucleation. Since the surface tension of liquid-crystalline alkane γ xl is small, a few mJ·m −2 [22, 23] , there is a narrow range of ∆G bind for which heterogeneous crystallization of alkanes at the vapor interface occurs without surface freezing. C8 satisfy this condition, and does not present surface freezing although it heterogeneously crystallizes at the vacuum interface [30] . C16 to C50 display surface freezing [1] [2] [3] . Our analysis indicates that the small free energy cost of the liquid-crystal interface γ xl in alkanes is key for the realization of surface freezing at surfaces as different as vacuum [1] [2] [3] and SiO 2 [112, 113] .
For the crystallization of the alkanes at the water interface, the binding free energy is ∆G bind = γ xw − (γ lw + γ xl ), where γ xw, and γ lw are the surface tension of water in contact with crystalline and liquid alkane, respectively. While γ lw is readily available from experiments or simulations (see Section 3.1), we are unable to find experimental data for the surface tension of the water-crystalline alkane interface, γ xw . To interpret why the alkane-water interface cannot induce heterogeneous crystallization of alkanes, we draw a schematic diagram of the evolution of γ lw and γ xw with increasing ε wc (Figure 7 ) based on the crystallization mechanism vs. ε wc reported in Figure 5 . We interpret that increasing ε wc stabilizes the water-liquid alkane interface more than the water-crystal alkane interface, although both interfaces would be stabilized (i.e., γ lw and γ xw decrease) on increasing alkane-solvent attraction. This differential stabilization of γ lw vs. γ xw with ε wc should result in a crossover between γ lw and γ xw − γ lx that, as we discussed above, signals the transition from heterogeneous to homogeneous nucleation when the interfacial liquid alkane has the same orientation as in the bulk. Our analysis indicates that liquid water does not induce heterogeneous crystal nucleation because it preferentially stabilizes the liquid phase of the alkane. liquid alkane, respectively. While γlw is readily available from experiments or simulations (see Section 3.1), we are unable to find experimental data for the surface tension of the water-crystalline alkane interface, γxw. To interpret why the alkane-water interface cannot induce heterogeneous crystallization of alkanes, we draw a schematic diagram of the evolution of γlw and γxw with increasing εwc (Figure 7 ) based on the crystallization mechanism vs. εwc reported in Figure 5 . We interpret that increasing εwc stabilizes the water-liquid alkane interface more than the water-crystal alkane interface, although both interfaces would be stabilized (i.e., γlw and γxw decrease) on increasing alkane-solvent attraction. This differential stabilization of γlw vs. γxw with εwc should result in a crossover between γlw and γxw − γlx that, as we discussed above, signals the transition from heterogeneous to homogeneous nucleation when the interfacial liquid alkane has the same orientation as in the bulk. Our analysis indicates that liquid water does not induce heterogeneous crystal nucleation because it preferentially stabilizes the liquid phase of the alkane. Figure 7 . Scheme to interpret the change from heterogeneous to homogeneous nucleation mechanism on increasing the strength of alkane-solvent attraction εwc. The simulation trends of Figure 5 indicate that on increasing εwc the liquid alkane-water interfacial tension γlw (blue line) decreases more than the crystalline alkane-water surface tension γxw (red line), resulting in an increase of the binding free energy ΔGbind. The neutral εwc signals the transition from heterogeneous to homogeneous at ΔGbind = 0, which coincides with the lack of preference for parallel or perpendicular orientation for the interfacial liquid alkane.
Conclusions
We use molecular dynamic simulations to investigate the relation between the interfacial orientation of alkanes in the liquid phase and their mechanism of crystallization. In agreement with previous simulation results [10, 103, 104] and the interpretation of experiments [9] , we find that alkane molecules in the liquid orient in opposite directions at the vacuum and water interfaces: they preferentially align perpendicular to the vacuum interface and parallel to the water interface. However, we note that the orientation is not very pronounced: eight degrees below the bulk average for vacuum and six degrees above the bulk average for water for PYS alkanes, and even less for the OPLS model. We demonstrate that the interfacial orientation of the alkanes in the liquid can be tuned through the strength of the fluid solvent (water) and alkane attraction. Increasing the solvent-alkane attraction results in an orientation of the alkanes more parallel to the interface.
Although both water and vacuum orient liquid alkanes at the interface, only the vacuum Figure 7 . Scheme to interpret the change from heterogeneous to homogeneous nucleation mechanism on increasing the strength of alkane-solvent attraction ε wc . The simulation trends of Figure 5 indicate that on increasing ε wc the liquid alkane-water interfacial tension γ lw (blue line) decreases more than the crystalline alkane-water surface tension γ xw (red line), resulting in an increase of the binding free energy ∆G bind . The neutral ε wc signals the transition from heterogeneous to homogeneous at ∆G bind = 0, which coincides with the lack of preference for parallel or perpendicular orientation for the interfacial liquid alkane.
Although both water and vacuum orient liquid alkanes at the interface, only the vacuum interface promotes heterogeneous nucleation of alkane crystals. Heterogeneous crystallization of alkanes at the vacuum interface results in crystals with molecules oriented perpendicular to the surface, same as in the critical crystal nucleus from which they grow. Crystallization of alkanes in the presence of water occurs through homogeneous nucleation in the bulk of the alkane liquid phase (Figure 4a) . Although the homogeneous critical nucleus forms with an arbitrary orientation in the bulk liquid with respect to the alkane-solvent interface, as the crystal grows and reaches the water interface, the nucleus rotates and the alkane molecules in the crystal end up aligned parallel to the surface (Figure 4b ), maximizing the attractive interactions between alkane and water. We conclude that the preferential orientation of alkane molecules in the crystal with respect to the fluid surface mirrors the one in liquid alkanes, although the order in the crystal is long-ranged, in the liquid it involves only the first monolayer at the interface.
Tuning the interactions of the liquid alkane-solvent interface from non-interacting vacuum-like to water values results in a change from heterogeneous to homogeneous nucleation as the orientation of the molecules in the interfacial liquid turn from leaning perpendicular to leaning parallel to the surface. Our analysis indicates that the change in mechanism results from a preferential stabilization of the liquid alkane-solvent interface compared to the crystalline alkane-solvent interface on increasing the alkane-solvent attraction.
We use Classical Nucleation Theory to explain the transition from heterogeneous to homogeneous nucleation on increasing the strength of the alkane-solvent interactions and the distinct conditions that lead to heterogeneous nucleation from the supercooled liquid and surface freezing above the equilibrium melting temperature. Heterogeneous nucleation occurs when the binding free energy of the crystal (immersed in its melt) to the nucleating surface is negative (∆G bind < 0), while surface freezing requires a more stringent condition: that the binding free energy is less than minus twice the liquid-crystal surface tension of the alkane, (∆G bind < −2 γ xl ) [13, 109] . This implies that there is a range of binding free energies for which heterogeneous nucleation can occur without surface freezing. This must be the case for alkanes with fewer than 16 carbons at the vacuum interface. Interestingly, silica-coated Si (100) surfaces produce surface freezing in which the alkane molecules are oriented parallel to the surface [113] , opposite to the order they present at the vacuum interface [1] [2] [3] . These results stress that surface freezing can be attained by solid surfaces that interact very weakly and strongly with the alkanes. Likewise, experiments and simulations indicate that crystalline surfaces that interact strongly with alkanes can induce heterogeneous nucleation with the chains ordered parallel to the surface [12, 112, 113] . This region of ∆G bind < 0 for highly interacting surfaces cannot be accessed with a fluid interface, as we observe that increase in interaction strength results in mixing instead of heterogeneous nucleation. This distinction should be important in developing strategies to control the assembly of alkane-containing organic and biological molecules at fluid and solid interfaces.
